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Parties

Executive Summary Topics Covered

Strategic Capital, Inc. and the fund we manage (SC) are shareholders of Japan Securities Finance 

Co., Ltd. (JSF)   SC has requested an extraordinary general meeting of shareholders (EGM) be 

convened to investigate the actual situation regarding the amakudari1 from the Bank of Japan (BOJ), 

Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) 

We hope that you, our shareholders, will support our proposal regarding the issue of 

amakudari and its impact on ESG.

Executive Summary

1 amakudari – (天下り, literally "descent from heaven") is a metaphor 

for the institutionalized practice where Japanese senior bureaucrats 

retire to high-profile positions in the private and public sectors. 
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S Evading of amakudari regulations

S Compensation TRIPLEs through amakudari

G JSF “Governance Washing”

Proposed solution to improve ESG

Demand for effective ESG Investment

Issue - Share price below dissolution value

Issue - Sluggish ROE

Issue - Questionable management qualities
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The Detail of Our Proposals（External Link）
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History of amakudari at JSF

JSF has a long history of being run by former 

executives from the BOJ, MOF and the TSE (See 

table)  For full data, see AmakudariDB.xlsx

Page I Page II

Table: List of Amakudari Executives to JSF

(Main Job Titles before amakudari)

Legend
Job title at BOJ

ED:  Executive Director D: Director

Job Title at JSF

C:  Chairperson VC:  Vice Chairperson

RP:  Representative President P:  President

SVP:  Sr. Vice President RVP:  Rep. Vice President

VP:  Vice President SME:  Sr. Managing  Executive

RSE:  Representative Sr. Executive ME:  Managing Executive

SE:  Sr. Executive Director/Officer E:  Executive Director/Officer

OD:  Outside Director D:  Director

OAu:  Outside Auditor Au:  Auditor

Ad:  Advisor/Executive Advisor HA:  Honor Advisor

P of JSF T&B: President of JSF Trust & Bank

https://stracap.jp/english/
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Challenge

Not only is it an amakudari, but the 
positions seems to be fixed according to 
the position from which they descended 
as below

BOJ executive director > President

BOJ director > Sr. Managing Director

MOF > Vice President

TSE > auditors/audit committee members

This is the ESG challenge facing JSF

amakudari

Positions

Since From （before JSF ） （at JSF） Summary

1950～ BOJ Executive Director

◼ President

◼ Chairperson

◼ Advisor

✓ Seven cases of amakudari

✓ Since becoming publicly listed, 

every President was formerly a 

BOJ Executive Officer

1980～ BOJ Up to Director

◼ Exec.

◼ Senior Exec.

◼ President at 

JSF T&B

✓ Seven cases of amakudari

✓ All promoted to Sr Executive 

within a month of descending

1960～ MOF Unspecified

◼ Vice President

◼ Vice 

Chairperson

✓ Ten cases of amakudari

✓ All promoted to a position higher 

than executive within a month of 

descending

1974～ TSE Up to Director

◼ Outside 

Director

(Audit committee)

◼ Outside Auditor

✓ Ten cases of amakudari

✓ All hires as an Outside Director 

since 1994

Position to position summary

Page I Page II
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S Evading of amakudari regulations 

Problems with amakudari in Japan are widely known as a Social issue. That is why the BOJ and MOF each has regulations to 

control.  

However, the amakudari at JSF is clear and the amakudari regulations amount to nothing more than rules for legality. 

S: CompensationS: Evading Regulations 

BOJ MOF

Regulation name
Article 8 (restriction on re-employment) of the rules of service 

(Japanese only)
National Public Service Act, Article 106-2 (‘Assen’/mediation regulations)

Purpose Ensure proper execution of duties by officers and employees Prevention of public-private collusion

Summary

✓ Officers refrain from employment with the Bank’s client for 

two years after leaving office

✓ Directors refrain from employment with  any business partner, 

with whom they had a close relationship two years prior to 

resignation, for two years after resigning 

✓ Current employees: for the purpose of re-employment to private 

business

① Prohibited from  providing information on treasury 

employees and alumni

② Prohibited from requesting information on positions

✓ Current employees: prohibited from requesting a company to re-employ 

a treasury employee or alumni. 

Situation
✓ 17 amakudari incidents just counting past ED to President and 

Director to executive/Sr executive alone   

✓ Since 1960, at least 10 MOF alumni have descended to various 

positions at JSF

Effectiveness

✓ amakudari to non-business partners always possible 

✓ Need only to voluntarily refrain from amakudari to business 

partners for 2 years.

✓ The amakudari issue has not changed since 1960

✓ Either there is a violation of the law by the MOF or the law 

regulating amakudari is ineffective

III

G: Governance Washing Proposal for ESG Demand for ESG 
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S Evading of amakudari regulations

The career paths of the current President and Chairperson

prove the pointlessness of the amakudari regulations. Both

spent the two-year self-restraint period at Aflac before the

amakudari. As such both technically comply with the

BOJ amakudari regulations.

In addition, the BOJ has secured other positions to

comply with the amakudari regulations including a special

advisor to IBM and the Chairperson of the NTT Data

Management research institute.

The BOJ, MOF and other central government agencies are

subject to amakudari regulations because they have both

enormous power along with enormous responsibility. The

fact that a system to circumvent regulations is used to allow

amakudari to JSF is a critical issue of “S”.

BOJ

May 1999 DIR/GEN of Personnel & 

Corporate Affairs Dpt.

May 2000 DIR/GEN of Examination & 

Surveillance Dpt.

Jun. 2002 Executive Director

Aflac 

Japan

May 2006 Senior Advisor

Jul. 2007 Vice Chairman

JSF

May 2010 Advisor 

Jun. 2010 Senior Managing Director

Jun. 2010 President

Jun. 2019 Chairperson (Current)

Amakudari evasion by current Executive Officer & Chairperson

Name Career Position and Duty

BOJ

Mar. 2009 DIR/GEN of Personnel & 

Corporate Affairs Dpt.

May 2011 General Manager

Mar. 2013 Executive Director

Aflac 

Japan

Apr. 2017 Senior Advisor

JSF

May 2019 Advisor

Jun. 2019 Rep. Executive Officer & 

President (Current) 

Spent >2 years at Aflac 

to avoid Amakudari

III
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S Compensation TRIPLEs through amakudari 

Another issue with the amakudari is

compensation. It is estimated that JSF hires BOJ

and MOF alumni for at least TWICE the

remuneration, or THREE times if accounting for

position allowances are included.

If management brought on board from outside is

exceptional and shareholder value is increased,

then it is not an issue.

However, are the headhunted executive with

TRIPLE their pervious remuneration producing

results that are commensurate with their

compensation?

Data Source: Compensation and Salaries of Bank od Japan Officers and 

Employees 2020 (Japanese only) and JSF Annual Securities Report
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Comparison between compensation before and after Amakudari（in ¥10k ）

S. Higuchi

（Rep. VP）

Y. Okada

（Sr.Mg.Ex.Officer）

S. Kushida

（President）
Position 

Allowances

+

III
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S Compensation TRIPLEs through amakudari

In 2014, the Ministry of Economic, Trade and

Industry (METI) set a guideline of at least an 8%

ROE for listed Japanese companies. However,

the target ROE for JSF is only 5% by FY2025.

This may mean both 

✓ “Unable to aim for 8% ROE”, (i.e. lacks 

qualifications as an executive of a listed 

company due to being an amakudari) and 

✓ “has no intention of aiming for 8% ROE”.  (i.e. 

lacks incentive due to already being paid 3x the 

remuneration)    

In this way, amakudari with high compensation 

is contrary to social justice and is major issue of 

“S” for JSF

"The key to capitalism is to maximize capital efficiency while taking into account the labor share. While 

the level of cost of capital for individual companies will vary, each company should commit to 

achieving a minimum ROE above 8% as a first step to be recognized by global investors. Of course, 

that is only the "minimum," and once above 8%, and companies that have exceeded it, should aim for 

higher levels."

Guidelines Published by the METI in 2014 ("Ito Report")

JSF’s Management Plan       (Announced in 2021)

III
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G JSF “Governance Washing” 

Naotaka Obata, Outside Director and Chair of the 

Nomination Committee (“NC”), did not seem to feel 

any responsibility for the current situation, and 

responded as if he were talking about someone else.

“The company is addressing this issue both by 

cultivating internal human resources and by searching 

for human resources outside the company. Qualities are 

the criteria for candidates, but the development of 

internal human resources is not sufficient, and this 

is an issue to be addressed in the future.”

― Director Obata,

Chair of the NC, in an interview with SC on Aug 23, 2021 

However, despite what Obata says, 

employees see no chance of internal 

promotion in a climate where amakudari has 

continued for over 70 years.

"I don’t think I can become President of this company."

words were uttered by a JSF employee.

-The Asahi Shimbun, July 14, 2022, "(Interview review) 'Amakudari of BOJ’ 

The campaign should be an opportunity to reform JSF" (Daiki Koide)

III III
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G JSF “Governance Washing”

Under these circumstances, the fact that the Chair of the NC is denying amakudari suggests governance of JSF is superficial

and a cornerstone of good Governance, “the nomination for directors/officers” is dysfunctional.

Independent Outside Directors

ObataKushida Sugino Hutagoishi

Nomination Committee

（Chairman）

JSF's Board of Directors

（New）

◎ Five out of seven of the Board and 3 / 4 of the NC are 

Independent Outside Directors

◎ The governance by its Outside Directors is working

On the surface・・・

✖ 70 years of continuous Amakudari

✖ Chairperson of the NC, who is also an Independent 

Outside Director, is denying Amakudari

✖ The governance by its Outside Directors is not working

In effect・・・

Assessment of Governance

II IIII
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G JSF “Governance Washing”

The NC exists to ensure fairness in personnel 

appointments, not to make appointments based on 

amakudari.

However, to date, the NC, has neither pursued the 

issue of amakudari, nor provided sufficient explanation 

to shareholders.  On the contrary, Director Obata’s 

statement reinforces the fact that the NC has become 

a body that is rubber-stamping the amakudari

“President Kushida presents a list, which is used as a basis for 

deliberation and decision making. The NC does not compile its 

own list of candidates, as we believe that the Executive Officers 

have a better grasp of internal human resources.”

― Director Obata,

Chair of the NC, in an interview with us on Aug 23, 2021 

At JSF, the governance by Outside Directors

and the NC are equally dysfunctional.

The amakudari is 

✓ making governance at JSF dysfunctional

and

✓ the major challenge of “G”

IIIIII
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Proposed solution to improve ESG

ISSUE - In response to the amakudari situation, the board of directors insists that the appointment of 

BOJ alumni is based on their qualifications

However, from the perspective of employees and shareholders, the past and present appointments of 

executives at JSF are the result of unfair personnel practices based on amakudari

“… emphasize the ability to recognize its public role and execute its operations; extensive 

knowledge of the financial and securities markets; and the flexibility to respond to changes 

in the financial and securities industries.  Those from the BOJ possess these qualities”

―our summary from page 24 of the Notice of Convocation of the 2022 Annual general meeting of shareholders 

I

S: CompensationS: Evading Regulations G: Governance Washing Proposal for ESG Demand for ESG 

II
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Proposed solution to improve ESG

SOLUTION – Therefore, we have requested an EGM 

to resolve three proposals and determine whether the 

amakudari was based on a fair valuation without the 

involvement of the organization from which the 

amakudari occurred, and to appoint an investigator to 

investigate each organization from which the amakudari

occurred.    

Since even the Outside Directors deny amakudari, 

JSF cannot recognize its own ESG issues without a 

third-party investigation. If the proposal is approved, 

a third-party investigator will investigate on behalf of the 

outside directors of JSF, who have neglected the issue 

to date. The results will be disclosed in a report.

We are convinced that the report is essential for JSF 

to recognize its own issues related to “S” and “G” 

and to take steps toward true ESG management 

that will contribute to enhancing corporate value. 

Before 

Amakudari

Investigation 

targets
Subject

Investigators

（all 

proposals）

❶ BOJ

Shigeki Kushida

（President）

✓ How did he become a candidate for 

Director in 2019

✓ How was he elected President a month 

after becoming Director

◼ Two Attorneys

◼ One Registered 

Foreign Attorney

Yutaka Okada

（Senior Managing 

Executive Officer）

✓ How did he become a candidate for 

Director in 2018

✓ How was he elected Exec. a month after 

becoming Director

❷ MOF

Shunichiro Higuchi

（Representative Vice 

President）

✓ How did he become a candidate for 

Director in 2018

✓ How was he elected Vice President as 

soon as becoming Director

❸ TSE

Shuya Iimura

（Outside Director）
（Chairperson of Audit 

Committee）

✓ How did he become a candidate for 

Auditor in 2016

✓ How did he become a candidate for 

Director in 2019

Summary of our investigation

III
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Demand for effective ESG Investment

In Japan, more than 80 institutional investors have signed the PRI (Principles for Responsible Investment), which 

calls for practicing ESG investment. They have also pledged to implement Principle 3: "We seek appropriate 

disclosure on ESG issues.”

PRI's six principles and signatories’ commitment

（Reference：PRI 『PRI brochure 2021』）

S: CompensationS: Evading Regulations G: Governance Washing Proposal for ESG Demand for ESG 

IIIIII
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Demand for effective ESG Investment

At the 2022 AGM, we submitted a shareholder proposal requesting the compensation of BOJ alumni be disclosed as a first step toward resolving the

amakudari issue. However, we received severe comments from many institutional investors regarding the effect of the proposal on shareholder value

and improving governance.

（Resources：Individual disclosures of proxy voting results by each institutional investor and public information provided by BOJ, GPIF, and Pension Fund Association(PFA)

ETF* - Manages ETF subject to purchase by BOJ

Institutional Investors That Exercised Proxy Voting Rights at the AGM of JSF Held in 2022
Institutional Investors That Exercised Proxy Voting Rights at the Annual General Meeting of JSF Held in 2022

Manages for

Institutional Investors PRI ETF GPIF PFA Reason provided for Vote

AM One ✔ ✔ ✔ ―

BlackRock ✔ ✔ ✔ May not contribute to the general shareholder value

Mitsubishi UFJ Kokusai

Asset Management
✔ ✔ The investor sees no problem with how JSF dealt with the issue

Nikko Asset Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ―

Nomura Asset Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
May not contribute to the establishment of effective governance or the improvement

of shareholder value

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust

Asset Management
✔ ✔ ✔ ―

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and

Banking
✔ ✔ ✔ The investor sees no problem with how JSF dealt with the issue

Resona Asset Management ✔ ✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Mizuho Trust & Banking ✔ ✔ ―

Asahi Life Asset

Management
✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of firm value

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance

Company
✔

Falls under the category of a proposal for amendment of the Articles relating to the

execution of business that is not appropriate to be stipulated as the Articles

T&D AM ✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Tokyo Marine Asset

Management
✔ ―

Nippon Life Insurance ✔ ―

State Street ✔ ―

Vanguard ✔ ―

Symphony

Financial Partners
―

Daiwa Asset Management ✔ ✔ May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Norinchukin Zenkyoren

Asset Management
✔ ✔

 May enhance the company's overall reputation for transparency and accountability,

particularly in light of its close relationship with the Bank of Japan.

Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset

Management
✔ ✔ ✔ The investor votes for in light of enhanced information disclosure

Fidelity ✔ ✔ ―

Nissay Asset Management ✔ ✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Allianz IM ✔ ―

CalSTRS ✔ ―

CalPERS ✔ ―

Dimensional FA ✔ ―

Goldman Sachs AM ✔ May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Legal & General IM ✔ ―

Manulife IM ✔
May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value or the establishment of effective

corporate governance

Meiji Yasuda Asset

Management
✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Shinkin Asset Management ✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Strategic Capital

(Our company)
✔ ―

ISS

(Proxy advisory firm)
✔

 May enhance the company's overall reputation for transparency and accountability,

particularly in light of its close relationship with the Bank of Japan.

Institutional Investors That Exercised Proxy Voting Rights at the Annual General Meeting of JSF Held in 2022

Manages for

Institutional Investors PRI ETF GPIF PFA Reason provided for Vote

AM One ✔ ✔ ✔ ―

BlackRock ✔ ✔ ✔ May not contribute to the general shareholder value

Mitsubishi UFJ Kokusai

Asset Management
✔ ✔ The investor sees no problem with how JSF dealt with the issue

Nikko Asset Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ―

Nomura Asset Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
May not contribute to the establishment of effective governance or the improvement

of shareholder value

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust

Asset Management
✔ ✔ ✔ ―

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and

Banking
✔ ✔ ✔ The investor sees no problem with how JSF dealt with the issue

Resona Asset Management ✔ ✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Mizuho Trust & Banking ✔ ✔ ―

Asahi Life Asset

Management
✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of firm value

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance

Company
✔

Falls under the category of a proposal for amendment of the Articles relating to the

execution of business that is not appropriate to be stipulated as the Articles

T&D AM ✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Tokyo Marine Asset

Management
✔ ―

Nippon Life Insurance ✔ ―

State Street ✔ ―

Vanguard ✔ ―

Symphony

Financial Partners
―

Daiwa Asset Management ✔ ✔ May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Norinchukin Zenkyoren

Asset Management
✔ ✔

 May enhance the company's overall reputation for transparency and accountability,

particularly in light of its close relationship with the Bank of Japan.

Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset

Management
✔ ✔ ✔ The investor votes for in light of enhanced information disclosure

Fidelity ✔ ✔ ―

Nissay Asset Management ✔ ✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Allianz IM ✔ ―

CalSTRS ✔ ―

CalPERS ✔ ―

Dimensional FA ✔ ―

Goldman Sachs AM ✔ May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Legal & General IM ✔ ―

Manulife IM ✔
May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value or the establishment of effective

corporate governance

Meiji Yasuda Asset

Management
✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Shinkin Asset Management ✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Strategic Capital

(Our company)
✔ ―

ISS

(Proxy advisory firm)
✔

 May enhance the company's overall reputation for transparency and accountability,

particularly in light of its close relationship with the Bank of Japan.

Institutional Investors That Exercised Proxy Voting Rights at the Annual General Meeting of JSF Held in 2022

Manages for

Institutional Investors PRI ETF GPIF PFA Reason provided for Vote

AM One ✔ ✔ ✔ ―

BlackRock ✔ ✔ ✔ May not contribute to the general shareholder value

Mitsubishi UFJ Kokusai

Asset Management
✔ ✔ The investor sees no problem with how JSF dealt with the issue

Nikko Asset Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ―

Nomura Asset Management ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
May not contribute to the establishment of effective governance or the improvement

of shareholder value

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust

Asset Management
✔ ✔ ✔ ―

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and

Banking
✔ ✔ ✔ The investor sees no problem with how JSF dealt with the issue

Resona Asset Management ✔ ✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Mizuho Trust & Banking ✔ ✔ ―

Asahi Life Asset

Management
✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of firm value

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance

Company
✔

Falls under the category of a proposal for amendment of the Articles relating to the

execution of business that is not appropriate to be stipulated as the Articles

T&D AM ✔ May not nessecarily contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Tokyo Marine Asset

Management
✔ ―

Nippon Life Insurance ✔ ―

State Street ✔ ―

Vanguard ✔ ―

Symphony

Financial Partners
―

Daiwa Asset Management ✔ ✔ May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Norinchukin Zenkyoren

Asset Management
✔ ✔

 May enhance the company's overall reputation for transparency and accountability,

particularly in light of its close relationship with the Bank of Japan.

Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset

Management
✔ ✔ ✔ The investor votes for in light of enhanced information disclosure

Fidelity ✔ ✔ ―

Nissay Asset Management ✔ ✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Allianz IM ✔ ―

CalSTRS ✔ ―

CalPERS ✔ ―

Dimensional FA ✔ ―

Goldman Sachs AM ✔ May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value

Legal & General IM ✔ ―

Manulife IM ✔
May contribute to the improvement of shareholder value or the establishment of effective

corporate governance

Meiji Yasuda Asset

Management
✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Shinkin Asset Management ✔ The investor generally votes for the individual compensation disclosure for executives

Strategic Capital

(Our company)
✔ ―

ISS

(Proxy advisory firm)
✔

 May enhance the company's overall reputation for transparency and accountability,

particularly in light of its close relationship with the Bank of Japan.

Vote AGAINST Vote For

S: CompensationS: Evading Regulations G: Governance Washing Proposal for ESG Demand for ESG 
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Demand for effective ESG Investment

That is why we have called for the EGM and proposed an investigation into the amakudari, which is directly 

related to transparency and resolving ESG issues. We would like to ask institutional investors such as 

BlackRock, Nomura AM, Resona AM, Asahi Life AM, Dai-ichi Life, T&D AM, and others who opposed the 

disclosure of compensation of BOJ alumni on the grounds that "it does not necessarily contribute to enhancing 

shareholder value," to make decisions in accordance with your voting standards in order to resolve JSF’s 

apparent ESG issues. 

We hope that all investors who truly believe in ESG and seek transparency and resolution of the ESG-

related issue of amakudari from the standpoint of shareholders, will support our proposal calling for an 

investigation into amakudari.

S: CompensationS: Evading Regulations G: Governance Washing Proposal for ESG Demand for ESG 
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Share price below dissolution value
JSF's stock price has remained well below its dissolution value. This means that the value of the monopoly that JSF has as the only securities 
finance company in the Japanese capital markets, plus the value of other businesses in which it is allowed to operate continues to be 
undervalued.

Share Price ROE

Data Source: QUICK ASTRA MANAGER

Questionable management
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Sluggish ROE

JSF‘s ROE has remained well below 8.0%, the 

minimum level generally required of listed 

companies. In comparison, the Company has 

set a low ROE targets of 4% for FY2022 and 

5% by FY2025 in its MTBP.

One reason for the low ROE is not only the 

low return for the loans for transacttion 

business, but also the low-risk, low-return 

asses such as rental real estate and securities 

related to other businesses. We believe the 

Company should promptly sell such assets 

and return to shareholders or invest in its core 

business.

Share Price ROE

Data Source: QUICK ASTRA MANAGER and JSF Annual Securities Report

At the last AGM, the Board claimed that “under the MTBP, ROE has steadily increased, and total shareholder return is significantly higher than the 

TOPIX average,” but currently ROE is around 3.8% and PBR is 0.58x.

The Board is trying to justify this sluggish share price by ignoring the fact that the stock price is too low.  This is an indication of the low literacy the 

board has with respect to shareholder value.

Questionable management
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Questionable management qualities

The Board of JSF has listed “extensive knowledge of the financial and securities markets” as one of the skills desired in

management of a listed company, but the current President Kushida’s understanding of ROE, a key managerial measure, is 

incorrect and we suspect that he lacks such skills.

At the financial results briefing, President Kushida presented a novel theory on ROE by stating, “if 

we consider the current market capitalization as the E of ROE instead of equity capital, ROE has 

achieved a return of over 6%.”

Based on this novel theory, since market cap equals E, the lower the share price, the higher the 

ROE assuming the same profit. JSF is managing capital entrusted by shareholders, i.e. the 

amount of equity capital on the balance sheet. Please try and understand what ROE is.

Since President Kushida is a Director of the Securities Analyst Association of Japan, we would 

like him to at least study the textbooks of the Association before making up his own theories.

（Source: Excerpt for the minutes of the 2022 AGM. Click here for full text, Japanese only)

ROE is 3.8%, but since the PBR is low, ROE divided by PBR is over 6% for FYE22/3. This is 
the return we have realized on our market-value net assets, based on the assumption that we 
have been properly valued by shareholders in the market. This is how we get 6%.

(Source: Excerpt from presentation of financial results for FYE March 31, 2022) President Kushida

Share Price Questionable managementROE
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Questionable management qualities

Other communication to help resolve the issue

Letter (Japanese only) requesting the resignation of Mr. Masabuchi, executive advisor (as a result of the large majority voting 
against establishing an executive advisor system in the Articles.  See here for abstract of proposal)

Letters (Japanese only) sent to the BOJ to urge them to correct the amakudari issue

8511_Letter_202

20701-msubuchi.pdf

8511_Letter_202

20701.pdf

8511_Letter_202

20425.pdf

Share Price Questionable managementROE
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To all concerned parties

Individual Shareholders

You are cordially invited to attend the EGM to assess the 

qualifications of President Kushida and other amakudari directors.

We would like to ask for you support on whether we should 

investigate the amakudari, and we should vote in favor of the 

election of such directors at the next AGM

Corporate Shareholders

We respectfully request that you exercise your voting rights in 

an appropriate manner. In particular, we strongly expect that the 

Capital Markets Research Institute will approve our proposal in 

light of its objective of "contributing to the sound development of 

capital markets" and to ensure the transparency of JSF, which is 

vital to the infrastructure of capital markets.

Institutional Investors

We hope those institutions that are PRI signatories and/or have 

declared acceptance of Japan’s Stewardship Code will support us 

from the perspective of ESG.  We understand that you are busy 

but would be grateful if you would take the time to meet with us in 

person or via teleconference. 

Media

If you are interested in learning more about this matter, please 

contact us

Contact Us

For inquiries or questions regarding this matter please contact us 

here

Message Details of ProposalFAQ
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FAQ (Common misconceptions about an investigation into amakudari )
Conducting the investigation will impose a burden on JSF

The investigation will be conducted in a manner that does not impose a burden on JSF’s business operations.

If JSF reasonably shows that the costs are excessive, SC will cover the costs.

“Shareholder value/corporate value does not necessarily increase”, “it is not in the interest of shareholders”

The fact that amakudari exists at JSF has damaged shareholder value, negatively impacted employee motivation and kept the stock price below dissolution value for a
long time. The implementation of effective ESG by eradicating amakudari and ensuring transparency in the selection of board members and executives will lead to an
increase in shareholder and corporate value

It does not necessarily strengthen Governance

Conducting a 3rd party investigation is a statement of intent by shareholders that accepting successive alumni of a particular organization would raise shareholder
suspicions. Therefore, when JSF appoints candidates in the future, the nomination process will be more transparent, and it can be expected that those with the qualities
and incentive to increase shareholder value will be selected, and as a result governance will be strengthened regardless of the outcome of the investigation.

The Nominating Committee (NC), consisting of outside directors, appointed the amakudari officers so there no need for an investigation

In August 2021, Naotaka Obata, Chair of the NC, told us SC, “the selection process and qualities desired for representative directors and directors are set forth in writing
and candidates are determined based on them. President Kushida, who is a member of the NC, presents a list and we deliberate based on them. The NC does not
compile its own list.” In other words, the NC has become a de fact body to approve of candidates presented by President Kushida, and it is feared the Committee has
become dysfunctional.

Above all, the NC has not provided sufficient explanation to employee and shareholders, even while witnessing the amakudari which has been continuing for decades and
would be “objectively” viewed as abnormal by most standards. This year Mr. Obata has refused to meet SC which further arouses suspicion. These facts are proof that
the NC is not fulfilling its original purpose of discussing from an “objective” point-of-view and is the reason why there is need for an objective investigation by a third-party.

Message Details of ProposalFAQ
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The Detail of Our Proposals（External Link）

Please refer to our press release here

Data Source: Annual Securities Report

Message FAQ Details of Proposal
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• This presentation is a reference translation of the original website in Japanese. In the event of any differences between the original Japanese 
version and the English translation, the original Japanese version shall prevail.

• This presentation is composed of analysis of Strategic Capital, information from our activist activities and release from companies. 
Information and documents in this presentation are composed of materials we believe to be trusted and latest, however we do not guarantee 
the accuracy, completeness etc. 

• We are not responsible for any judgement using information in this presentation. All copyrights and other intellectual property rights belong 
to us. Reproducing all or any part of the contents of this site is prohibited without author's permission.
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